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A PHOTOELECTRIC CELL AND ALLIED EQUIPMENT
FOR SIUDENT DETEINATION
OF P LACK' S CONSTANT
INTRODUCTION
Among the various universal constants known to
physical science is that introduced by the German physicist,

ax Planok, called Planok's constant and represented

by the small letter h.

As will be shown later, this uni-

versal constant appears in the equation which expresses
the laws of the photoelectric effect.

effect is meant

"

By photoelectric

The discharge of negative electricity

from bodies when illuminated by light of appropriate wavelength" (6, p.11).
The purpose of this thesis is to describe the con-

struotion of a photoelectric cell and other equipment

in-

volving a rather sensitive electronic electrometer utilizing the

P-'54

tube,

a mercury-arc

source and a set of

suitable filters.
It is undoubtedly instructive to employ the photo-

electric effect in a laboratory experiment on the deter-

mination of Planok' s constant as it was principally the
photoelectric effect that caused. Planok's theory to be
It may be well to point out the essential

accepted.

portance

of'

im-

the laws governing photoelectric phenomena.

2

One

of the results of the electromagnetic theory was that

particle which undergoes acceleration, must
necessarily radiate. Since a central acceleration exists
In all uniform circular motions, an atomic rodel possessing
electrons or other charged particles revolving about a central body is unstable because radiation causes a continuous
energy loss. The particles consequently approach the central
body along spiral paths. For a number of years this very
any charged

evident problem held up the development of ari atomic theory
postulating a central nucleus with external revolving elec-

trons.
introduction of quanta necessitates the study
of certain types of discontinuity in connection with atomic
models. A provision had to be madc for the existence of
orbits that do not involve any loss of energy by radiation,
for if radiation is aduLttte, the length of time during
which radiation can continue Is far shorter than that shown
by experiment. Perhaps the most basic proof of the existence of the quantum is that afforded by photoelectric phenouiena: (1) the maximum energy of the electrons expelled
is proportional to the frequency of the impinging light
wave and (2) the energy of the expelled electron is entireThe

ly independent of the lighìt intensity.

3
HISTO&Y

When Lax

quantum nature of

Planok

first

proposed his theory of the

radiation in 1900, there

was a great deal

to lt on the grounds that it introduced an
artificiality into the concept of radiation in order to explain minute differences between classical theory and. experirnent. This artificiality, the interniittent emission
of energy, was introduced to account for the phenomena observed in black body radiation. Planok's theory, however,
left the explanation of the manner 01' propagation to the
then universally accepted wave theory of light, which had

of

opposition

been

first

proposed by Hooke and Huygens and

Fresnel.
Planck's development

later

extended

by Young and

vation
dynamic

of the

average

standpoint.

was based

energy of a

entirely

on

den-

the

system from the therme-

Such derivation

led to both the

and the Rayleigh-Jeans formulas for the

ien

distribution of

different regions of its spectrum as long
as the radiation was assumed to be emitted in a continuous
manner. However, when Planok postulated that the energy
energy in

the

might be emitted in

discrete amounts

or in a non-continu-

ous wanner he was able to derive a formula which agreed
entirely with experimental

data.

4
In 1905 Eftstein modified the quantum

theory by

bringing forward the hypothests of an e1ectro.vgnet1c

1Iht

oorpuaole of energy

st ant and

i)

j

z",

I

wtore

h

is P1anoì:' s

tus rxaquenoy of the light.

oon

The energy

of this corpuscle vías te be transferred to an electron

upon being absorbed in the atom.

The idea of this new

oorpusole was a consequence of the experinents in photoelectricity which had been performed between 1900 and

about 1903h.
n

As a matter of fact,

iUiken said

:

The hypothesis was apparently nada solely because it

furnished a ready exp1anation of the experimental phenoniena that the energy with which an electron is

out of a metal by ultra-violet light or by

tbrn

-rays is

Independent of the intineity of the light whIle It depends
upon its frequency

(3,

1egard1ess of the

p.35).
asons for which

brought forth the tToorpuscle

of ez

:insteIn

gy, the hypothesis

elevated the photoelectric effect to e leading role in
the attempt to explain the nature of the atom.

The pho-

toeleotric effect produced datc for which the classical
electromagnetic wave theory had no explanation.

The only

relation between this modified quantum theory and the

1otab1y Leonard

d isoovary that
the energy of ejection
' s
of the electron Is altogether independent of the intenslu.
ty of the light which causes the ejection, no matter if tie
intensity Is varied by varying the distance of the light
or by introducing absorbing screens" (4, p.236).

classical electrornanetio wave theory was that the energy

frequency, and their

corpuscles were assumed to have a

energy was proportional

to the frequency.

By approximately 1910, there were two schools of

thought deve1opin

in the United States concerning the

dependence of

the energies of the photoelectron upon the

wave-lengtb of

the incident light.

ally accepted that the so-called
(

Although it was

gener-

"stopping potential"

the potential difference applied between the anode and

the cethode

of a

photoelectric celi to just prevent any

electrons from reaching the anode, and thus a measure of
the maximum energy of

emission of

the electron)

pendent of the intensity, various views were

was iride-

held.

as to

the relation between the stopping potential and the wave-

lengith

of

the incident light.

following a theory

of

the stopping potential

One faction, led by Kunz

Ladenburg, was

of

the opinion that

varied as a power of

the wave-length

of the light, and they interpreted their experimental data

a000rdinß to this theory.

The other

faction held

that the

stopping potential was inversely proportional to the wave-

length in accordance with the Einstein theory.

The pro-

ponents of the second theory were RichardsQn and Compton
backed by

England.

il1ikan in the United States and Hughes in

G

To 3ettIo the quction,
or expørteflt3 uemn

hifi

.tUika

rLine

oebr'tec

were pert

pertora4

With

ßfl

aU

nd for

op in vtcuo

BOOUra

ucb crafter than any previously attemptod

and

rne

settled a'ce

at

c question of the validity of

eriea

a

tj

:instejn

theory.
tarting with
¿17

th

:tn*tmtn øquatior:

Vc

V

ji

-

;7

-

(vthare

th

i

ni

:

ss of the pbotoe1cotron of greatest

ener
f is the
V is the
is the
.p is the
out o1
/

,

h

EiUtløa
f table

velocity of this electron
toppin potentiel
frequency Of the incident
wait necessary to et the electron
the metal
is the charge on the electron
is flenck' s .onii t:it),

lit

iowed that a nurbor of the ezperjmentaUy veri-

relatbnsbira which are actually eanteined in the

cuation are riorousIy correct.

These relsttonahip are

itho1ied in the following aassrtions
t

3.

;

there szisb for each sz*ittn

frequency

i1

above

certain critical value, û dstiniteiy determinable

nzexirrnin

velooity o? exission of ooruaoles.
2.

.

That there te a linear relation between

iat

c/V/di-"

nwerioaily equal to

ii/

the elope of the

V-line

V
la

and

4.

That at the critical frequency

at which

i.e. that the intercept of the

o,

line

axis is the lowest frecp.ìency at which the metal

on the

in question can be photoelectrically active."

1illikan

performed successive

3,p.356).

(

experiments using

sodium, lithium, and potassium, the metals showing the

greatest photoelectric activity.

high vacuum with
fresh surf ac

a device by

of the

Uorking always in a

which he was able to obtain

metals at will,

he was able to

eliminate the erratic behavior due to the effects of

surface contamination which others had found.

Great care

was taken to correct for the contact difference

From these exper-

tential wherever it was necessary.
inients, iillikan was able

and thus

previous

h

,

of po-

ik

to obtain a value of

closei to the accepted value than

,

any

Investigator.

For the purposes of this thesis, it is necessary
to focus attention on numbers

2

and 3 above.

Je

see

first that by plotting stopping potential of the photoelectrons with highest energies against frequency, we

obtain a curve the slope of which is
Second, we know that
,

from Einstein's

must be a straight line.

numerically 1/e
equation this curve,

By obtaining the stop-

ping potential for a number of different frequencies, we

[3

will be able to plot a straight line whose slope will be
In order to obtain the stopping

photoelectrons of

maxiniura

potential for the

energy for eny particular light

frequency, the curve of photoelectric current against

stopping

1otential may be extrapolated to zero photo-

current (neglecting the contact smf).
This, in essence, is the method which

ill1kan

used and which is proposed for use with the equipment
to be described.

THI

PHOTOELECTRIC CELL
CELL NO

3.

The first photoelectric cell made

utilized a

glass envelope constructed by J.R, watson when attempt-

ing

to produce

ari

extremely sensitive cell (8).

It

was made froni a round-bottom, one-liter Pyrex flask A,

f1;. 1.

A

w1ndov B of sheet Pyrex,

light to reach the cathode C,

2

mm thick, permits

small ho11ov sphere at

The cathode is covered

the center of the flask.

;ith

potassium to form the photosensitive surface of the cell.
The bottom portion of the flask D and E is

covered with

a layer of silver to lbnn the coflecting electrode.

The silver is obtained by evaporation from small

silver

bars held in tightly wound filament coils F and G.
As Is readily apparent, the cell has been

designed

so that photoelectrons leaving the cathode are retarded

equally, regardless of the direction of travel, by the

potential difference between the cathode and the collect-

Ing

surface.
As shown In Fig.

3,

electrical contact is nmde

with the cathode surface by a small tungsten wire sealed

through the glass.

Connection to the tungsten wire Is

made by a fine copper wire introduced through the central

Fi

Secon

Figure 3.

Cathode connection detail - first cell.

To

Figure 4. Distillation column with vapor trap to protect

vacuum pump.

13

tube, both the tungsten and the copper being imaersed in
a smafl pool of mercury.

booked

A tungsten wire H, Fig. 1,

over the edge of one of the

t

side openings

through which the silver is evaporated provides eleotrical contact with the
of an iron wire coil

collector surface.

The addition

in the anode lead makes it poseí-

ble to slightly shift this tungsten hook, ir necessary,
by the proper manipulation or a magnet, to insure good

electrical
The

contact.

steps in the final completion of

the oeil were

as follows:
1. Initial preparation of potassium metal.
2. Construction and testing of baking oven, including calibration of thermocouple.
3.

Iounting the tube and connecting to vacuum

4.

Evacuation and outgaesing of photocell.

5.

Evaporation of silver and potassium.

6.

Further redepositing of distilled potassium.

pixip.

Initial preparation of potassium metal. The potas-

slum metal for the photosensitive surface was obtained in

the

usual pellet form, two cm in diameter, immersed In

kerosene to prevent oxidation.

The surface of the balls

had beooe covered with a black coating of oxide which

14
was

sliced off with

a

knife. In order to

remove

the

kerosene, the metal was placed in a distillation columr,

Pig.

oil fore pump was used to lower the pressure in the distillation column. The potassium was
A

Ilyvac

heating with a burner and recondensed
higher up in the tube. As eaoh successive seal-off
point A,B,C, Fig.4, wa reached, the lower reuining
portion of the tube was sealed and removed. It was
found necessary to keep the lower portion of the tube
hot with a Bunsen burner while making the seal-off
with a torch to keep the liquid potassium from running
back down the vertical column. The nearly pure potessium metal was sealed-off in a small section of the
tubing D, that will conveniently slide into a special
evaporated

side tube

by

A

of Fig, 5.

In niaking

distillation

appa-

other seal-off constrictions, it is well to
be sure that the sIde-wall thickness of the constriction
is thicker than that of the tubing itself. The actual
after
1rote on handling of potassium. A ball of potassium,
smaller
removal of the outer oxide layer, was cut into
apparatus.
pieces prior to insertion into the distillation
quickly
air
the
of
oxygen
to
the
exposure
to
due
Oxidation
more
became
that
it
extent
en
such
to
pellet
heated the
potassium became
nearly liquid than solid. This liquid was
difficult to
it
as
with,
work
somewhat dangerous to
Any
contact
tube.
distillation
insert into the glass
a
produce
invariably
will
between skin and potassium
distillation
the
painíul burn. In future experiments
tube will be made large enough to receive whole pellets.

ratus

and

15

Figure 5.

Photograph of

Figure 6.

The

first cell.

beginnings of the second

cell.
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constrictions should be fairly

na11, and several extra

seal-off points are helpful in removing sections of tubIng containing remaining ImpurIties.
Construction and testing of ba}Ing oven.

A stur-

dy rack consisting of a number of iron rods connected

by clamps was set-up on a
ble was

The

top of the

ta-

rook-hard Insulating

composed of transite, a

material.

up

ietal table.

An oven 32 by 42 cm and 53 cm deep was built

inside the supporting bars of the

thicknesses of quarter

inch

rack from double

sheet asbestos.

To close the

top of the oven, a number of thin sheets of asbestos were

weighted

several half Inch thick slabs
held together by the rods forming

down by

The oven was

of asbestos.
the rack

and also by a tightly twisted wire about the top.

Such

and arrangement could be quickly taken down or set up

when

necessary.
To produce

the required

temperatures in

eight coils of number 20 niohroie
resistance

parallel

the temperature

on 110

of 5000

C

oven,

about 16 ohms

in each ware hung about the interior.

were operated In

reach

wire with

the

These

volts. In order to
used in outgassing

the

cell, one more coil, approximately 11.5 ohms, was added.

This was operated on 110 volts with a

stat in series to control the

water-cooled

temperature. A single

rheo-

17

junction therraocouple composed of chromel-alumel was
connected to a milhivoltìrieter, and a ca1ibraion curve
obtained usine a meroury in glass thermometer with a
r&ne up to 4000 C. ( ee f Igure 18 for ca1ibrtion
curve). The straight line obtained was extrapolated
above 4000 C. A temperature of 5000 C was reached in
an elapsed time of 49 minutes and a temperature of
5150

C

In a

total

time of 84 minutes.

to vacuum pump.
The tube or cell was mounted in the oven with the reentrant opening or the neck of the flask downward. A
hole was drilled In the transite top of the table to
allow the tip of the neck to project out through tue
bottom of the table. In order to deposit potassium
on the cathode of the cell, It was necessary to zinLounting tube and oonneotirm

tain the small sphere at the center of the cell at a
low temperature while the remainder of the oeil was
baking in the oven at a temperature of 300° C. In
this way the potassium was deposited only on the surof the cathode. In order to cool the cathode
while heating the remainder of the cell, a continuous
stream of cold water was played up the stem of the celi
fElce

The water was allowthrough a. finely drawn glass tube
ed to run down and ou to a pan on the floor, thus

18

necessitating

the mouth of

the tube to

project out of

the oven.
The pump used was a Cenco oil fore pump

Hyvac

)

with an Elmac air cooled

oil diffusion

(Large -

pump,

both mouiited rigidly together on a small, wheeled table.
The fore preosure was obtained from a calibrated thezio-

couple and the diffusion pump pressure by means of an

ionization gauge.

The diffusion pump was capable of a

pressure of approximately 1O

rum

of Hg.

The pump stand and the apparatus table,
the oven, were clamped rigidly

together

with

to ease vibra-

tion strains on the connecting glass tubes and prevent

any accidental mishaps.

the vacuum

A vapor trap was installed in

line to prevent any potassium from containi-

nating the oil of the diffusion pump. The trap
conventional design, constructed to fit a small

was of
thermos

flask, into which a mixture of acetone and powdered dry

ice was poured as a coolant.

After all electrical con-

neotions were made and the system tested for leaks, the
capsule of potassium, previously prepared, was broken

and inserted into a horizontal distillation column connected to the tube, and the column sealed.
Evacuation and outgassing of photocell.

The oven

was turned on when a fore pump pressure of 20 microns

19

of

Hg was

reached.

1h e

oven was broußht up to a tem-

perature oí' 5000 C over a period ol' 90 minutes. Durir
the outgassing, which covered a period of 2 hours, the
oven temperature was niiìtained within 100 0 of 5000,
The ionization gauge gave a pressure reading of 1.7 i
10
mm of Hg during the last hour of outgassir±.
The tube was allowcd to cool to roon temperature over
a period of 3 hours, after which the oven was opened
preparatory to the evaporation of the silver onto the
collector surface,
Evaporation of silver and potassium.

reresent in
in tightly
These

coils

Silnr was

the tube in the form of two small bars with

wound

tungsten filament coils i,G, Fig. 1.

were so placed, in the smaller tubes joined

to opposite sides of the main celi, that the free, directling path fron either filament covered the surface area
of the opposite wafl of the Celi. Of course, the central
cathode became silvered since it was in line with the
filaments.
Prior to the actual silvering, while it was still
possible to sea through the glass into the cell, the
water spout intended to cool the tip of the central clactrode was adjusteI to make certain the water flowed into
the small sphere at the tip. A large, heavy duty auto-

trsLorner

reu1ate the curient to the
evaporatlngfllaxnents. A great deal of difficulty ws
experienced, hov;ever, In setting the coils to heat.
Apparently the $llver bars In the coils shorted out a
number of' the turns of' the colis. It was possible to
heat only the outer few turns of the coils so that draporation took place very slowly. The econd bar was only
partially evaporated when a sudden surge of current burned out the coil. The entire inner surface of the epherleal portion of' the oeil was silvered, but one side rewa

eniploycd to

celved a much thinner coating then the other.

The

evaporation took place with an Ionization gauge pressure
f 1.9 x iü mm of' 11g. At this low pre scure, the paths
of the silver molecules during evaporation were approximately straight lines so that the windv, which was out
of direct line, remainded unsilvered.
ìith water jetting up inside the inner electrode,
the temperature of the oven was raised to 3000 c. The
potassium was slowly evaporated from bulb to bulb of
the distillation tubln until lt was entirely inside
the enclosure of the oven. The temperature of 3000 was
continued for another 15 minutes, and then the cell
was allowed to cool rather rapidly to room temperature
in 45 minutes. In the distillation of potassium, one

21

otrcru1 not to heat the metal rupidly, espeotally near a constriction, since enough prasaure nay
bu11c up behind th constriction to blow the liquid
netal into the next distillation bulb and thus defeat
the purpose of the distillation process. Of course,
one must always be cautious when heating gloss cont aining a vacuum to pre vent "suck-ins and loss of
Anust be

vacuum.

1?urther redeposition of

d.tstillad potassium.

photocell was tested with u circuit to be described later and when no photocurrent was observad, the
cell was reheated to 3000 in an attempt to deposit
the potassium on the cathode again. The cold water
running down the inner portion of the central elsetrode proved so effective for depositing the potasslum that nearly the itire length of the central
The

stem was coated with potassium.

tip

In order to get the potassium onto just the
of this electrode, another scheme for cooling

was

finally used.

The

cell

was placed

in the oven

with the window down, open mouth of the central stein
up, and a small tube inserted to carry cool, cornpressed air. Then the oven was again heated and
the metal deosited to Coifl the aeti surface of

'I"

the celi.

At the finish of the operQtlon, lt was

co ally sera, through the thinly silvered portion of

the oeil wail, that the tip of the cathode was heavily

coated with a lay-er of potassium,

The oeil was tested

and found to produce a photoelectric current.
tunately the lapse or ti

fror

Unforu

Tune to Septeniber

caused the oeil to lose Its sensitivity entirely, due
to a slow leak.

CELL ITO. 2

cond

The

bottom,

lt

liter

was decided

photocell

Pyrex flask.

was
To

also buflt in a roundsimplify construotlon

to deposit the silver chemically.

The

beginnings of the ccii are shown in photograph 6 prior
to sealing on the cell window.
The central electrode /, Fig. 2 was again made
by rounding the end of a glass tube. The electrode
connection was made, however, by sealing a tungsten
wire with a prepared wire lead B, through the base of
the sphericai end of the tube. This did away with the
mercury-pool electrode oornection.
The outer, or anode, electrodo connection C was
niade by sealing a tungst en lead mt o a small dimple
which was drawn from the spherical portion of the flask.
To connect this with the main portion of the silver

coated anode surface ,F, a small amount of silvering
solution was aflowed to run into the dimple during the

process

or

silvering.

Brashear process for silvering, as described
by 3trong ( 7, p. 154-7 ), was used to sliver the anode
surface and, also, to put a silver coating on the tip
The

or

the spherical electrode A, which was to

be

fixed at

24

the center of the cell. The process was found to
work very well, nd & good silver coating was easily
obtaird. It &s f ouxìd necessary, however, to ke
sure that the glass surface was thoroughly clean beere the silver ou1d deposit.
AU glass-blov;ing work was completed, except
for the sealing in o1 the central clectrods, prior 10
the silvering of the two electrodes. A window similar
to that of the first cell was sealed to the bottoni of
the Pyrex flask. ¡ special tube G was scaled into the
body of the flask for th introduction of tb potassiurn. This tube ( which may be seen in iPig,
has a
two-fold advantage. First it serves to direct the
Dotassium entering the oeil to the centrai electrode
where it iS to be deposited, Secondly, it assures
that the first cold surface which the potassium will
strike will be the central electrode, ( Considerable
difficulty was encountered in depositing the potassiin the first cell, because the potassium. was led
into the Pyrex flask through a tube sealed into the
neck of the flask.
inee the central electrode enters
the cell through the neck of the flask axd is also
cooled during the deposit of the potassium, the metal
ias deposited along the tire lenth of the centra].
)

00

,wa

50k

>50K
SN 7

b atan c e

350 volts
d.c.

3.0K

>

1K

I

Figure 7.

Mey.(precision)

Electrometer circuit witt photoce'l.

50.L,'Ç

>1.5K

f

Flgare 8. Photograph of complete
second cell.

Figaro 9. Another viev of second cell
mounted in the baking oven.

2'?

eleotrode when naak1n the first cell, and had to be
re-deposited later.)
The ailver1n was accomplished by m1xixi the
two solutions Íor the Brashear process directly in the
body of the cell. The opening to the window was plusged with a stopper into which a smafl2rew had been
inserted. The screw is removed prior to the introduction of the chemicals by using a screw driver with a
spring clamp to hold the loose screw, After the silverIng is completed and the

distilled water, the

cell has

been washed with

re-inserted and the
stopper pulled out. During the silverina process the
cell was gently rocked so that some of the si]ver
screw may be

would deposit leaving a conduction path to the tungsten

wire forming the anode connection.

Gentle

agitation

aides in obtaining a better surface in that it prevents
the residue which f omis from the chemical reaction fm
settling on any portion of the glass surface. This
residue which is discarded aft the silvering is completed should be disposed of with ocie immediately for
if allowed to become dry, it is dangerously explosive.
The remaining steps in the construction of the
cell were similar to those followed in the process of

I.I
r.i

completing the

first oeil.

The completed

oeil

may

in Figs. 8 ziad 9, stili mounted in the oven
and showing the glass tube providing compressed air
for cooling the oentral electrode. The excellent debe seen

posit of potassium obtained is easily visible in Fig.
8. The cell, when tested, gave a large photoelectric
current.
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THE ELECTROEJTEP

The

device used for the measurernent of the pho-

toeleotrio current

electrometer
using the General Electric type P-54 electrometer
tube. The circuit employing a 6&T? and a 6SN'? in a
Wynn_'rilliarns type bridge was designed by r. obert
Prather at Oregon State Col)ege (5). The circuit diagram as connected to the photocell is shown in Fig. 7.
This particular instrument was used because or its
availability. Fumerous other electronic circuits have
been devised for the measurement of the extremely sn3a11
currents to be expected in an experiment of this kind
7, pp 411-422 and 1).
The electrometer built on the Prather circuit
( Fig. 7) was found to be fairly well suited to this
experiment because the zerò current or balance reading
of the output meter may be readily adjusted to any
point on the scale by manipulating the variable resistances in the cathode circuit of the 6SI'7 tube. This
is of value since it is necessary to take readings of
current in both positive and negative directions, where
a positive current reading means that a positive poC

was a vacuum tube
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tentia]. has been applied to the grid of the P32-54

tube,

produced by the flow of

ourint

through the

high resistance grid leak.
The most critical portion of this circuit is

that involving the 6-volt storage battery.

The

filament and control grid of the F?-54, as well as the
filaments of the other two tubes, are operated from
this battery.

Any deviation from the stated potential

will change the balancing conditions of the circuit
so that it may not be possible to obtain a balance
with
may

the variable

resistences provided

(

the PP-54

be operating along the wrong portion of its

characteristic curve).

By using three 2-volt, long

life storage cells in series, a sufficiently constant

value of potential was obtained

for extended

to

operate

the

circuit

periods of time.

It was found that the usual rectified voltage

supplies are not of suÍfïo1ently constant voltage to
provide the positive 350-volts needed for the opera-

tion of the circuit.

Vhen battery voltage supplies

were used, the readings of the meter showed no fluctuation which could be attributed to the voltar-e supplies.
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FILTERS AND LIGHT SOURCE
From Einstein's equation

,

which has been dis-

cussed in a previous section, it is evident that 1igit
of shorter wave-length produces photoelectrons of

higher energy than does 1igit of longer wave-1exu,,th.
The aim of this experiment is to obtain a relative

measure of the enery of those electrons possessing
the greatest energy for any particular wave-length.

This is done by obtaining the stopping potential of
Since the electrons as indicated,

the photoelectrons,

have the greatest energy of all those produced by an
incident 1igit beam of a particular wave-length, they

will be the last to b

stopped in their attempt to

reach the anode collector by a slowly increasing the
stopping potential applied between anode and cathode.
Thus, in order to obtain the stopping potential

for photoelectrons with the highest energy released by
out
any certain wave-length, it is sufficient to screen

light of shorter wave-length which would release pho-

toelectrons with higher maximum energies.
This may be done easily if monochromator is

available.

Dtie

to the absence of such an instrument,
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lt was decided to employ a set of selected filters.

filters,

Spectro-Radioscope

manufactured by the

Cainbosco Scientific Co. of Boston, hass.,

the desired wave-lengths

were

selected.

mission characteristics of a number

of

The transthese filters

The data were taken with a Bausch

is given in table 1.

and Lomb

transmitting

f ixed-arm type

spectrometer.

The use of selected filters is possible if a

light source such as a mercury arc Is avilable whose
spectrum has only a
visible

arid

near ultraviolet.

In addition to filters

listed in table 1, a number of
ters were available

f

g, p.

ratten and Corning f il-

66).

The mercury aro used employed an

found to give

a

steady light of high

some energy in the ultraviolet.

mercury arc is not available, a
l3r

lines in the

few, well separated

M

tube and was

Intensity with

If a commercial type

suitable

one may

east-

be constructed following the instructions given by

3enkins and Uhite

f

2, pp 247-6

).
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mE

LABORATORY

SE1IUP

The various pieces of apparatus were assembled

on an optical bench as shown in figures 10 and 11.

A reversing switch, shown in the diagram of figure 7,
vas employed, to reverse the potential applied to the

outer collector electrode of the cell.

In this manner

two readings of the photocurrent were taken for every

setting of the voltage divider whioh provides the
stopping potential applied.
It was found necessary to use a vacuum tube volt-

meter to measure

potential voltage.

attempt was made to

asure this

fl'o

voltage while it was

applied to the cell itself; the double throw reversing

switch was left open while the potential measurements

were made.
A series

of'

lenses condensed the light

zys

from

the mercury arc and focused them in a small spot on
the tip of photosensitive cathode.

By shifting this

lens system the intensity of the light f11ing on the
cathode could be altered and more independent data

obtained for each filter. Further decreases in the light
intensity were made possible by placing a metal plate
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A,

fig.

beam of

10

with only a small pin-hoia aperture into the

light near the focal point of the

condensing

lens systeni.
The

filter to

selected
iall holder which is part

be used In obtaining the

wave-length was placed In a
of the shieldin hood of the mercuiy arc bulb. rftuS
all light rays leaving the mercury arc were passed
through filters before being used in the experiment.

shutter for the rapid exposing or shielding of
the photosensitive surface was placed directly in front
of the cell window figures 12 and 13.
The photocell, when first setup, was found to be
strongly Influenced by stray electric and magnetic
fields. sven the movement of the observer's body or
hand near the tube producedlarge fluctuations of the
A

meter in the electrometer circuit. In order to stop
this fluctuation, the cell was covered with a layer
of tinfoil fastened to the glass with shellac. hen
this shielding layer and the metal shield surrounding
the P-54 electrometer tube were grounded, all evidence
of interference by external fields was removed.

1.
'ii'

_Ipp

F -,

i
t
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DISGUSSION OF EXPERThENTAL RESULTS
It was hoped that by using the set of filters

available, specific spectral lines of the mercury

spectrum could be separated from

the remaining

shorter

The 6224 A cut-off of filter number 2

wave-lenp,ths.

was above the threshold limit of the photosensitive
surface

arid

no photocurrent was observed.

Filters 3,

4 and 5, however, effectively out out all wave-lengths

in the

mercury spectrum less than 5620, 5320 and 4738

respectively.

Thus the mercury lines 5675.8, 5460.7

o

and 4916 A were available, but with the longer wavelength radiation still present.

As the Pyrex glass of

the cell window has transmission limit of approximately

2900 A the 2967 X line was available with out using

additional filters.

Representative data obtained with

these filters are shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 16.
A oiputation of Planck's oonstant,h, is given
in figure 17

using the stopping potentials obtained

from figures 14 and 16.

The value obtained, 6.56x 10_27

can only be taken as approximate because of the fact

tat

only

o points were used to deteiiine the straight

line with the theoretical slope h/e.

For comparison,

the value of h is given in tables as 6.610 x

l027
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6,

(

p.

742).

The

stopping potential

obtained from

filter Lo. 4 was entirely off the scale.
seen from figures 14, 15 ana 16 that

is available

It can be

considerable leeway

in the drawing of the lines which determine

the stopping potentials.

This indicates that more ac-

ouraoy in takIng the data is required, and this requires

greater sensitivity.
be

number of obstacles which must

overcome before definite values of h can be obtained.

will no

1.

be

discussed.

Back

current:

1thougiì considerable care was

taken to prevent potassium from depositing on the anode
surface, it is evident from the very appreciable back

currents observed, that there is at least some potassium
011

It may be possible to remove

the anode.

of potassium by reheating tue cell.

this layer

It Is probable that

the back current could be considerably decreased. by re-

placing

the highly reflecting surface of the tinfoil

layer whIch provides shielding from stray fields with
a

black, non-reflecting coating such as Aquadag

colloidal suspension of carbon
cathode forms

a

).

is

a

The potassium on the

highly reflecting surface so that near-

ly all incident light is reflected.

liht

(

absorbed by

the

As

very

little

tinfoil coating, this light

will be multiply reflected throughout the cell.

II'
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potassium is present on the anode surface,

photo-

a

current will be observed that will be considerably

larger than that

produced

at the central eletrode be-

cause of the relative sizes of the two electrodes.
2,

i:asking due to photoelectrons produced by

longer wave-lengths:
a monochroniator is

It may eventually be found that

essential to the satisfactory per-

foxnance of this experiment.

Although theoretically

lt should be possible to separate the photoelectrons

with maximum energy

f roni all

others with loss enerr

produced by eïther the same or longer wave-lengths,
In practice such a

degree of

sensitivity may be beyond

the rango of the instruments employed.
3.

Sensitivity of the electrometer:

A more

sensitive range for the electrometer is needed in order

to resolve
filters.

the photocurrents when using some of the

An Increased

sensitivity could be obtained

P-54

by increasing the grid leak resistance of the

beyond Its present value of 10,000 megohms.

However,

this would Introduce new complications through the Increase in the time constant of the circuit.

The

inten-

sity of the light might be increased by means of a

variable slit to provide larger photocurrents.
vould probably necessitate the use of

a

This

wall galvano-

44
me t e r.

4.

Improper Interpretation of the

data

:

It Is possible that a more searching examination of

the data obtained would reveal

tentlals
(

how the

stopping po-

might be more accurately obtained.

9, pp. 66-7), following the

procedure of Lukireky

and Prllezaev, plotted values of the

the current

against

riht

square root of

the applied potentials to

obtain

straight line. He assumed that the current plotted
against the stopping potential for the back current
effect was also linear and that the intersection of
two
ve the required stopping potential.
Such analysis bas proved fruitless, for the present
data.
a
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Table 1.

Transmission limits for

a

series of .pectro-

Radioscope filters manufactured by Cambosco
Boston, Mass.

The data was taken with a Bausch and Lomb

fixed arm spectrometer.

To obtain the range

lengths transmitted an incandescent
light source.

o1entific Co.,

of wave-

lamp was used. as the

A commercial, low pressure mercury arc

provided lines of known wave-leEgth for calibration.

Filter No.
(

Transmission range
wave-length Angstrom units

2

6226

to

7550

3

5620

to

7670

4

5320

to

7440

4738

to

7480

4?
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